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TWO DISSERTATIONS
CONCERNING SENSE,
AND THE IMAGINATION.
WITH AN ESSAY ON
CONSCIOUSNESS (1728)
A Study in Attribution'
James G. Buickerood

n the high summer of 1728, Two Dissertations anony
mously entered the lists opposing what by that time
some judged to be the ubiquitous, corrosive influence of
John Locke's Essay concerning Human Understanding.^
A coherent duo of interdependent essays, the dissertations on sense
perception and on imagination explicitly laid the ground for the
argument of its third component, "An Essay on Consciousness." The
author mounts an assault on what he construed to be the Lockean way
of ideas and its ramifications for our knowledge of the natural world.

' Tlie author thanks Jean S. Yolton, John W. Yolton, James Engell, Michael V. DePorte and
Joseph M. Levine for helpful ciitiasins of this argtiment, and Jean Yolton for aid on
bibliographical matters.
^ Title-withina double rule:TWO | DISSERTATIONS | CONCERNING ] SENSE. | AND
THE I IMAGINATION. 1 WITH AN | ESSAY \ ON 1 CONSCIOUSNESS. | [doltblerule
88 mm.] | LONDON: | Printed for J. TONSON in the Strand. | [rule 35 mm.] |
MDCCXXVIII. Collation: 8° (204x 125 mm cut) A^ B-P' Q*[$ half signed]; 120leaYes:DD.i-viii
1 2-68 W 70-138 139-141 142-231 2321+240].
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as well as for our understanding and estimate of human nature, by
offering a critique of some functions of imagination, and careful,
detailed analyses of sensory perception, ideas and notions (concepts),
and their relations to perception, reason, underkanding, the self and the
soul. This philosopher's ultimate purpose is to defend the dignity of
human nature by way of establishing a sharp distinction between it and
animal nature, which he effects by offering what he claims to be the
first extended analysis of the concept of consciousness. It would be
risable to contend that the book's importance rests on any widespread
influence in subsequent philosophical thought, though explicit use is
made of its arguments and analyses in influential texts such as Edmund
Law's English edition of William King's De Ori^ne rmli (which was
closely studied by David Hume), and the second edition of Chambers's
Cyclopaedia, as well as publications of more restricted scope such as
Magdalene's Thomas Johnson's student disputation crib, Questiones
philosophicae. Yet in the nineteenth century philosophers and scholars
such as Wilhelm Tennemann, Friederich Uberweg, and Noah Porter
attributed considerable philosophic significance to Two Dissertations,
and Sir William Hamilton understood its conception of consciousness
to bear strong similarities to his own influential position. In the
twentieth century, John Yolton, the foremost student of early
responses to Locke, has repeatedly drawn attention to the book's
significance. The acuity of these claims notwithstanding, the attention
and regard Two Dissertations has received has not been proportionate
to its worth.
If the text of Two Dissertations is little known, the true circum
stances of its appearance and authorship are nearly entirely mysterious.
The latter issue has quietly posed problems for some time. The
eighteenth century generated a single anemic speculative foray into the
subject and one dogmatic assertion of authority; the century following
brought curiosity and an erroneous attribution which has lingered to
the present. Considering the historical and philosophical value of Two
Dissertations, the resolution of questions regarding its authorship is of
some interest. This interest is magnified by circumstances attendant on
the identitification of the man whom I believe did in fact write this
book, for, among other reasons, he published another philosophical
essay on notions and their role in cognition some few years later. The
two publications form a general theory of the function of reason in
human cognition; an eclectic, in parts quite original, alternative to the
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way of ideas which so gripped the imagination of Britons by 1730. I
intend in this essay to reveal the inadequacy of the by now traditional
ascription of Two Dissertations to Zachary Mayne of Exeter with a brief
examination of pertinent features of his life and publications, and to
establish a case for attributing the book to a close friend of William
Congreve, the Customs officer Charles Mein. Even should my
argument in favor of attributing this book to this man be found
wanting, it is well worth reviewing the pertinent evidence with some
care in order at the very least to illuminate the issues upon which a
resolution of this question depends, and so to mark some advance
beyond the deplorable state in which the matter has wallowed for so
long.
Little beyond the mere name "Zachary Mayne" has occasionally
been claimed known of the putative author of Two Dissertations-,
indeed, just which Zachary Mayne is supposed to have written the book
has remained unclear and the problem inadequately addressed for
nearly as long as this attribution can be traced. Matters are yet more
complex than this. Some eighteenth-century evidence indicates that,
while the surname may be correct, the Christian name may well be
incorrect, and correlatively broaden the field of inquiry. The font of
most instances of the attribution to Zachary Mayne, however, did
identify the supposed author as the man responsible for a seventeenthcentury theological study and a brief incursion into natural philosophy.
This source, Robert Watt's Bibliotheca Britannica, was the first
bibliographical assay of the issue to reach print, has doubtlessly been
the most long lived and influential authority, and so requires examina
tion.
Watt listed Two Dissertations under the name of Zachary Mayne
with two additional titles he believed the man to have written:
Sanctification by Faith vindicated, &c.; with a Preface, by
Robert Burscough. Lond. 1693, 4to.—Two Dissertations
concerning Sense and the Imagination; with an Essay on
Consciousness. Lond. 1728, 8vo.—Of a Spout of Water that
happened at Topsham, near Exeter. Phil. Trans. Abr. iv. 12,
1694.^
' Robert Watt, M.D., BiUiotheca Britannica; Or, A General Index to British and Foreign
Literature. In Two Parts;—Authorsand Subjects (Edinburgh: Archibald Constable and Co., et al.,
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It was on the basis of Watt's authority that until recently, for the most
part, Two Dissertations was routinely ascribed to Zachary Mayne/
Since no earlier published identification of Zachary Mayne as its author
has emerged, questions arise about the source of Watt's attribution:
what was it, and how reliable is it? Possibly these questions presume
too much; perhaps the attribution was the result of Watt, an amanuen
sis, or printer making a transcription or typesetting error. The last at
least is an improbability for in the extant manuscript papers and proof
sheets of Bibliotheca Britannica Watt expressly identified Two Disserta
tions as Zachary Mayne's.' The surviving manuscript drafts of the
"Mayne" entry unequivocally show (barring the possibility of oversight
during repeated proofreading) that Watt intended to ascribe the book
to the author of Sanctification by Faith Vindicated. Identifying the
source of Watt's attribution is difficult, because there are no authorita
tive predecessors to his work and his extant manuscripts contain no
evidence for this attribution. Thus we are pretty much at a dead end in
tracing Watt's claim that Zachary Mayne wrote Two Dissertations
unless we entertain one arguably fanciful possibility.
The nearly continuous labor of preparing his ma^um opus for the
press impaired Watt's health, inducing his withdrawal from medical
practice in 1817. Watt dying "when only a few of its sheets were
printed ofP, the project was completed by his sons and others after an

1824), 1: 660e-f.
* See for example S. A. Allibone, A Critical Dictionary of English Literature and British and
American Authors^LivingandDeceased(Philadelplua: Lippincott, 1871),s.v. "Mayne, Zackaiy*;
William CudiaxMgy Anonyms: A Dictionary of Revealed Authorship (1889; ipt. Waltham, Ma^s.:
MarkPress, 1963), 690; Charles A.StoneluQ, exA.yAnonymaandPseudonyma.SecorAed. (1926;
rpt. Pound Ridge, N. Y.: Milford House, 1969), 3: col. 2485; Samuel Halkett and Jolm Laing,
Dictionary of Anonymous andPseudonymous English Literature. New and enlai^ed ed. byJames
Kennedy etal. (Lo^on and Edinburgh; Oliverand Boyd, 1926-1932), 6:130. But see James G.
Buickerood, "Mayne, Zachary (1631-1694)", in A Dictionary of Seventeenth-Century British
Philosophers (Bristol: Thoemmes, 1999).Some fewresearch libraries have scrupled explicitly or
tacitly to query the attribution to the seventeenth-century divine. The Library of Congress
distinguishes itscatalogued attributionof TvmDissertations to Zachary Mayne from the Zachary
Mayne who wrot« the seventeenth-century works discussed below. The catalogue of Dr.
Williams^s Library, London, notes difficulties with Watt's ascription of Two Dissertations to
Zachary Mayne of Exeter.
® That is, by the Zachary Mayne imputedto be responsible for Sanctification hy Faith Vindicated
(1693) and "Of a Spout of Water'' (1694). Watt's surviving manuscript and proof drafts of the
Bihiiotheca Britannica are now held in the Central Library, Paisely, Scotland. I happily record
my gratitude to Mr. Daniel Cameron, Assistant Librarian, for his enthusiastic assistance with
these papers.
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appeal for subscription funds was drafted by some leading Glaswegians
including George Jardine, Professor of Logic in the University.® On the
opening fly leaf of his copy of Two Dissertations, another Scots
philosopher, Sir William Hamilton, entered the title of Zachary
Mayne's Sanctification by Faith Vindicated as he found it recorded in the
Bodleian Library catalogue, and followed his transcription with the
observation that
Watts (Bibliotheca Britannica) gives this hook toZ.M.-,zs.
also the former possessor of this copy, which has been in my
possession from a period before the publication of Watts.
There is nothing about 2. M. in any of the British
biographies nor in Chalmer's General biography which is
very full upon British authors.^
On the verso of the opening fly-leaf facing the title page of Hamilton's
copy in an eighteenth-century hand is written, "By Zachary Mayne".
This is the sole evidence I have found for any belief in Zachary Mayne's
responsibility for this book antedating the appearance of Watt's
volumes. Yet as this copy belonged to another (possibly a Scot) who
may have been roughly contemporary with Watt, it is just possible that
there was a tradition of attribution of Two Dissertations to Zachary
Mayne to which both this copy's owner, and the bibliographer or
Jardine, were privy. One might stretch this to the point of speculating
on the plausibility of the view that Watt had seen or knew of this
attribution written in the copy which eventually came to Hamilton's
library. While we must be wary of predicating a tradition on the
strength of but two possibly directly related attributions, it is a
hypothesis that cannot be dismissed out of hand. Without positive

' See DNB, s.v. "Watt, Robert (1774-1819)"; Thomas Mason, "A Bibliographical Martyr—Dr.
Robert Watt, author of the Bibliotheca Britannica'', The Library 1 (1889): 56-63; Francesco
Cordasco, A Bibliography of Robert Watt, M. D. Author of the Bibliotheca Britannica (Detroit;
Gale Research Co., 1968); Bibliotheca Britannica, 2: "To the Subscribers".
' Sir William Hamilton's copy oiTwo Dissertationsis presently owned by Glasgow University
Library (shelfmaik BC25-d.8.). I thank Mr. David J. Weston of the Special collections
Department for his hind aid. Glasgow has a curious second copy of the booh (shelfmarh
L10-d3.) which it acquired in the eady nineteenth century. On the verso of the second flyleaf,
in an eighteenth.century hand a note reads:"The authorMr Mayne."
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independent evidence supporting it however the hypothesis leads
merely to a barred door.
We can query the value of the attribution itself. It is impossible to
identify the Zachary Mayne believed to be the author of this book by
the previous owner of Hamilton's copy—when and where he lived, his
character, what else if anything he published, and the like. Clearly
Hamilton assumed him to be the author of Sanctification by Faith
Vindicated, and Watt's identification of the author of Two Dissertations
unquestionably points to that writer. Who was he, and can the
attribution of the latter book to him survive scrutiny?
Zachary Mayne,' the "Sonne of Richard Maine," was born in late
1631 in Exeter and baptized in St. Petrock's on 1January 1631/32.' On
15 October 1649, Mayne's name was entered in the register of Christ
Church College, Oxford, though he soon—reputedly through influence
of Parliamentary visitors—"became demy of Magd[alen] [C]oll[ege].""
* For brief documentation of Mayne's publiclifesee: JoLn Hutcklns,The History and Antiquities
of the County of Dorset. Tbiid ed. (Westminster: John Bowyer Nichols and Sons, 1863), 2: 248;
Calamy Revised. Being aRevision of Edmund Calamy's Account of the Ministers and Others Ejected
andSilencedy 1660-2, ed.A. G.Matthews (Oxford: Oxford University Press,1934), 346f.;Joseph
¥ osxety Alumni Oxoniensis: The Members of the University of Oxford, 1500-1714: Their Parentage,
Birthplace, and Year of Birth, with a Record of Their Degrees (Oxford: Parker and Co., 1891), 3:
996; John Venn and J. A. Venn, Alumni Cantahrigiensis. A Biographical List of All Known
Students, Graduates and Holders of Office at the University of Cambridge, From the Earliest Times
to 1900 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1924), 1: 169; John Ingle Dredge, "A Few
Sheaves of Devon Bibliography," Report and Transactions oftheDevonshire Association 21 (1889):
537-8; DNB, s.v. "Mayne, Zachary (1631-1694)"; see John Rome Bloxam, A Register ofthe
Presidents, Fellows, Demies, Instructors in Grammarand in Music, Chaplains, Clerks, Choristers,
and OtherMembers ofSt. Mary Magdalen College inthe University ofOxford,From theFoundation
ofthe College to the Present Time (Oxford: Paiker and Hammans, 1857), 2: cxviii and 75n.; and
R. E, McFarland, "Mayne, Zachary (1631-1694)," in Richard L. Greaves and RobertZaller, eds.,
Biographical Dictionary ofBritish Radicalsin the Seventeenth Century (Br^hton,Smsex: Harvester
Press, 1983), 2: 233.
* Parish Register, St. Petrock's Exeter, for 1631: "Zachary the Sonne of Richard Mainethe 1 of
January." Mayne had at least one brother, whom he mentioned in an October 1669 letter to
John Newburgh published in The Gentleman's Magazine 64 (1794): 12. Possibly an 1[8] April
1648 "Release to John Mayne, Sonne and Heir of Richard, late of Exeter," for a"Consideration"
of £90-6-4d. pertains to the father and brother of this Zachary Mayne. See Folger Shakespeare
Library MS 2.C.9. no. 202 (inscribed: Devon BM-890). A "Mr. John Mayne," merchant, was
repeatedly fined for nonconformity in Exeterin the 1670s. See Allan Brockett, Nonconformity
in Exeter, 1650-1875 (Manchester. Manchester University Press for the University of Exeter,
1962), 37 and 40.
Anthony Wood,
Oxoniensis,AnExactHistoryofallthe Writersand Bi^ops Whohave
had their Education in the University of Oxford. Ed. Philip Bliss (London: Lackington, et al.,
1820), 4: 411; see Wood, Fasti Oxoniensis, or Annals of the University of Oxford. Ed. Bliss
Q^ondon: Lackington, et al., 1820), 2:182. A "demy," a position unique to Magdalen, received
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Mayne entered Oxford at the close of a tumultuous decade which saw
the clash of orthodoxy and sometimes bizarre sectarian positions such
as those chronicled in Edwards's Cangraena; or A Catalogue of the
Errours...of the Sectaries (London, 1646), and Hell Broke Loose: or, A
Catalogue of Many of the Spreading Errors, Heresies and Blasphemies of
these Eimes, for which we are to he Humbled (1647)." Just over two years
before Mayne matriculated at Oxford, on 10 March 1647, there was
declared a "day of Publique Humiliation for the growth and spreading
of Errors, Heresies and Blasphemies"." The Socinian and Antinomian
controversies in particular molded Mayne's theological interests. His
was a peculiar undergraduate career, though doubtless not unique for
the Interregnum in its theologico-political travails. Late in the century
Mayne looked back on his Oxford sojourn and admitted to having been
formerly of the Socinian Perswasion, and declar'd my self so
for about two moneths near the Year 1651, by which I know
I griev'd many good Persons that knew me, and had charita
ble thoughts of me....But after about two moneths that I
convers'd with the Socinians in London, Mr. John Biddle,
being then alive, observing many odd Notions that he had, as
particularly that of the Anthropomorphites, I returned to
Oxford, and conversed, and communicated with the Ortho
dox ever after. Yet I confess I continued to doubt of those
matters, and was on and off in my thoughts about them for
nearly twenty Years together."

half the commons, or allowance, of a fellow. WHIiam Dimcan Mactay noted that no evidence
for Mayne's shift to the status of a demy survives in either University or College records. See
William Durm Macray, Fellows: 1648-1717, vol. 4 o( A Register of the Members of St. Mary
Magdalen College, Oxford From the Foundation of the College. New Series (London: Henry
Frowde, 1904), 90.
" Thomas Edwards, Gangraena; Or a Catalogue and Discovery of many of the Errours, Heresies,
Blasphemies and pernicious Practices of the Sectaries of this time (London: Ralph Smith, 1646):
Edwards' invective went through three editions in this year. Hell Broke Loose is dated 9 March
1646/7.
" Hell Broke Loose, title page; see Gertrude Huehns, Antinomianismin Englid) History (London:
Cresset Press, 1951), passim-, R. T. Kendall, Calvin and English Calvinism to 1649 (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1979), 51-76 and 184-208. H. John McLachlan's Socinianism in
Seventeenth-Century England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1951) provides a helpful
treatment of this feature of seventeenth-century religious foment in England.
" The Snare Broken, Or, the Natural arut Eternal Deity ofthe Son of God; As also Of the Holy Ghost,
Asserted: By a Person, vdso having been formerly a a Socinian,and then an Arrian, came at length.
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Not long after he forsook London and heresy and attempted Oxonian
conformation and religious orthodoxy Mayne successfully appealed for
early graduation B. A. How and why Mayne submitted this request is
unclear, though its success was doubtless a funaion of his religious
commitment of the moment, if not of his overt political sympathies
and labors. Grounded in his recently animated redaction of godliness,
Mayne's petition was relayed to the university by the protector
himself, who wrote to the vice-chancellor of the University on 12 April
1652 to say that
Mr. Thomas Goodwin hath recommended unto me one
Zachary Maine, demy of Magdalen Colege, to have the
favour to be dispensed-with for the want of two or three
terms in the taking of his degree of bachelor. I am assured
that he is eminently godly, of able parts, and willing to
perform all his exercises. Upon which account (if it will not
draw along with it too great an inconvenience) I desire that
he may have the particular favour to be admitted to the said
degree. "Which I intend not to draw into a precedent, but
shall be very sparing therein."

by a free Consideration of the Scriptures, to he fully convinc'd of the Truth of the CathoUck Faith
concerning the Blessed Trinity (n. p., 1692). 4®, 5. T^e piece is signed *Z.
A.M.** (16), and is
prefaced by a Latin epistle by Edmund Elys of Totnes and a letterto the publisher by Francis
Lee, M. D., both unsigned. Watt included neither this nor another work (which mtssigned by
Zachaty Mayne) in his list of Mayne*s works, yet it is nearly certain that The Snare Broken is
from Mayne*s pen. The lengthy tradition of attribution is strong, and the tract's autobiographi
cal information matches perfectly descriptions of events in Mayne'slife found in independent
sources. The Oxonian dironiderAnthony Wood took Zachary Mayne tobe the author of this
tract, and Edmund ^ys implies the book was Mayne'sas early as 1694. See Wood, Athenae, 4:
413; and below, n. 35.
Mayne admitted to having been an enthusiast since youth. The clergy of Mayne's home
town, Exeter, including the curate, Mark Down (from 1637) and the rector, Henry Painter
(1635-1643) of the parish into which Mayne was bom, had, since long before the outbreak of
the CivilWar, held their officeswhile publiclyholding Presbyterianconvictions. See Brockett,
Nonconformity, 4-7.
Quoted in Thomas Carlyle, The Letters and Speeches of Oliver Cromwell. Ed. S. C. Lomas
(London: Methuen, 1904), 3:282f.Carlyle evidently received notice ofthis letter from Bliss. The
original issupposed to be in the Archives of the University of Oxford, and copiedinto a Statute
Book, neither of which 1 have seen. In the judgment of Wilbur C. Abbott, Cromwell's
"recommendation for degrees to be conferred by Oxford seldom failed to note the religiopolitical aswell as the professional qualificationsfor such honors." Abbott, ed.. The Writings and
Speeches of Oliver Cromwell (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1947), 4: 161.
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Accordingly, as Anthony Wood notes in Fasti Oxoniensis, Mayne was
graduated B.A. on 15 May 1652." As he confessed, in about the year
preceding his graduation Mayne followed his conscience into heterodox
religious realms. He later reported that, his knowlec^e of these lapses
in orthodoxy notwithstanding, the new president of Magdalen College,
the Independent divine Dr. Thomas Goodwin "was satisfied that I
should receive the Sacrament with him, tho' he knew my Doubts;
because, as he observed (and it was true) that I could never forego this
Notion of Christ's Death as a proper Sacrifice, whatever the Socinians
offer'd to the contrary in their glosses"."
Goodwin exercised strong influence over the young Mayne, whose
undergraduate theological vacillations were destined to be reflected
throughout the course of his life. Elsewhere Mayne wrote that in
private conversation Oliver Cromwell had commended Goodwin to
Mayne and another
as a person that had been greatly instrumental in spreading
the gospel, and a great luminary in the church
At the same
time I had a letter of recommendation to him [that is Crom
well] from the said Dr. Goodwin, tho' the doctor knew that
I could not answer the tryers by reason of Socinian
doubts Dr. Goodwin was indeed a very great friend, and
as a father to me. I lived in the same college with him seven
years, and was of the number of those that joined with him
as an independent congregation, and accordingly was pitched
upon by him to be a lecturer in Shrewsbury in Shropshire,
and to promote the congregational way."
It was then on Goodwin's recommendation that Cromwell asked that
Mayne be graduated B.A. some few terms short of the customary
tenure of an undergraduate. Goodwin's fundamental aid to Mayne was,
however, his spiritual support in Mayne's attempt to throw .off the
''Wood,iv«jt<,2:169.
Mayne, The Snare Broken, 5. Goodwin was appointed president of Magdalen College on 8
January 1650/51, remaning until 18 May 1660, when he was deprived of office by the
convention parliament. See i^NBjS.v. "Goodwin, Thomas, D.D. (1600-1680)**. He had possibly
succumbed to the charms of antinomiamsm himself duringthe CivilWar. See Christopher Hill,
T%e Experience of Defeat: Miltonand Some Contemporaries (N. Y.: Viking, 1984), 182.
Athenae, 4: 412, quoting an undated letter from Mayne to an unnamed deigyman.
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yoke of what he later identified as that "enthusiasm, which I had deeply
imbib'd from my infancy"."
Mayne took his M.A. on 6July 1654, became himself an Independ
ent preacher while a fellow of Mt^dalen, though perhaps never
properly ordained to give the sacraments. He lost this fellowship with
the Restoration "to make room for a royalist who had been ejected in
1648."" Before his ejection he was a lecturer at Abingdon, Berkshire (3
April 1657), lecturer at St. Julian's, Shrewsbury (24 March 1657/58),
whose congregation formed a strong attachment to him,^° and rector of
Appleton, Berkshire (15 September 1658). In about 1671 he ceased to
have Arian- or Socinian-motivated doubts of orthodox doctrines of
Jesus Christ and the Trinity and took up a position as schoolmaster at
Dalwood, Devon, building a reputation as a strict disciplinarian. On
the authority of the mayor and council of Exeter, Mayne was offered
and accepted the post of master of the Free Grammar School there on
19 January 1689/90. He held this office until his death on 11 November
1694."'
In his maturity Mayne appears never to have had any particular
theoretical publication agenda; with one small exception his published
work was produced by way of reconsideration and resolution of the
theological difficulties which bedeviled his youth. The exception is a
brief observation on the occurrence of a spout of water in the River
Exe in the morning of Tuesday, 7 August 1694, which appeared in the

" ^oo^yAthenaCy 4:412; see Mayne*s Su Pat4*s Travailing-pangs (London, 1662), sig. bl', where
be admits that be was ^formerly an Antinomian and ZD. Enthusiast^.
" Wood, AthenaCy 4: 412. In February 1660 Mayne delivered a sermon, "Concerning the
Salvabibty of the Heathens, and of Universal Redemption by Jesus ChiistT, in St. Mary's,
Oxford, unpublished. J ohn Owen tookstrong exceptionto this sermon—to the point of having
the preacher called before the Vice Chancellor of the University, John Conant, D. D. Conant
threatened Mayne with expulsion, but proceedings were stayed by the Restoration, which
anyway eventuated in Mayne losing his college fellowship. See Wood, Athenae, 4: 413-14;
Calamy Revised, 347; and Hutchins, History and Antiquities, 2: 248.
"Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series,1€57~8 (London: H. M. Stationery Office, 1884), 338:
entry on the day's proceeding for the Councilfor23 March 1657/58: "Zach.Mayne appointed
to preach alectureat 4 p.m. on Stmdays at Julian's, in Shrewsbury, and to receive the 60/. salary
granted by the Trustees for Maintenance of Ministers to the minister of Julian's. Approved."
This appointment was continuedfor six monthslonger, to 25 March 1659; see Macray, Fellows:
1648'1712,91; and William A. Shaw, History of the Churchof England during the Civil Wars and
under the Commonwealth, 1640-1660 (London: Longmans, Green, 1900), 2: 593.
The incumbent, James Salter, was removed. Mayne's successor, Stephen Thorpe, was
appointed on 20 December1694. Nicholas Carlisle, Concise Description of the Endowed Grammar
Schools in England and Wales (London: Baldwin, Cradock and Joy, 1818), 1: 317.
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Philosophical Transaaions for that year under his name ^ Although
education absorbed not an inconsiderable portion of his life, Mayne has
left us only inadvertently some of his conventional views on the
instruction of the young;" otherwise his published interests were
religious and theological exclusively. It was especially the problem of
justification of sinners, over which ''the Controversie of Election and
Reprobation, and the Liberty of Man's WiW" raged in the years of the
Interregnum and his Oxford career that seems to have made the most
profound impression on Mayne, charting the course of his public life
and sculpting the contours of his subsequent intellectual inquiry.
Sometime in the second year after his expulsion from Magdalen,
Mayne published his first book, a lengthy, meanly-printed octavo titled
S Patd's TravailingPangs, With his Legal-Galatians, or, A Treatise of
Justification.^ The text is prefaced by "An Advertisement unto the
Reader, concerning the Author, Subject, and contents of the Treatise
ensuing", written by the author of an earlier treatise on justification,
John Goodwin." This book was to provide grounds for a position he
sha,red with Richard Baxter among others, which "makes Faith and
Evangelical Works together the compleat condition of that Justification
which consists in pardon of sins, as well as of the divine approbation"
(sig. AZ"). The keenly felt and exhaustively argued seventeenth-century
Protestant dilemma over the relations of justification and sanctification,
and faith, works, and law was not altogether absent from the only
other book for which Mayne publicly accepted responsibility,
""Mr. Zachary Mayne'i Letter, 1694. Concerning a Spout of Water that happened at Topsham on
the River between the Sea and Exeter," Philosophical Transactions 19 (1695): 28-31 and
illustrations.
" Letter to Jolin Newbuigh, Dalwood, 8 October 1669, The Gentleman's Magazine 64 (1794):
11-12.
" Mayne, Sanctification by Faith Vindicated (London, 1693), "The Episde to the Reader'', sig.

cr.

^ S Paul's Travailing.pangs, With his Legal-Galatians, or, A Treatise of Justification; Wherein these
two Assertions are chiefly evinced, viz.: 1. That Justification is not by the Law, but by Faith. 2. That
yet men are generally prone to seek Justification by Law. Together with several Characters assigned
ofa Legal and Evangelical spirit. To which is added (By way of Appendix) the manner of transferring
Justification from the Law to Faith. By Zach. Mayne, M. A. (London: loseph Le^ and Henry
Ciipps, 1662). 8°.The book was entered in the Register of theStationers Company on 10 May
1661: ''Entred...vmder the hand of Master Norton warden a booke entitnled S* Paul's travelling
pangs, by Zacheus Mayne, Mr Arts." See A Transcript ofthe Registers of the Worshipful Company
of Stationers; from 1640-1708 A. D. (London: Privately printed, 1913), 2: 292.
"John Goodwin, Impvtatio Fidei, or A Treatise of Justification (London: for Andrew Crooke,
1642).
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Sanctification hy Faith Vindicated: In a Discourse on the Seventh Chapter
of the Epistle of St. Paul to the Romans, which appeared in late 1693.^^
Indeed here Mayne confessed to having been so overwhelmed by the
controversy over justification and free will in the 1660s that he had
"kept... fftis] Thoughts suspended" regarding that matter "for these Thirty
Years and more,"'^* resolving the problem by means not of philosophical
or theological argument but by biblical hermeneutics and theological
speculation. By Mayne's lights, the problems of justification and of
sanctification by faith derived from misreadings of the Pauline epistles,
and were to be satisfactorily determined through correct interpretation
of those texts.
All of Zachary Mayne's demonstrable intellectual interests and
abilities are then far removed from the subjects, analyses and argumen
tative capacities exhibited by the author of Two Dissertations. So it is
exceedingly unlikely on these grounds alone that this man wrote that
book. Further, the philosophical work was published thirty-four years
after Zachary Mayne's death,® and the controversial context in which
the author of that piece situates his inquiry is clearly not that of the last
decade of the seventeenth century. It simply would not have occurred
to anyone to write, by only 1694, to say that a philosophical thesis is
"a direct and immediate Consequence of Mr. Locke's Doctrine of Ideas" is
just "to sigriify that it passes current."^ In 1694 Locke's influence was by
no means the powerful force over which this author laments; it took
another decade and more for Locke's thought to pervade the British
philosophical scene to the degree testified by the author of Two
Dissertations.^^

"Tke book was licensed on11 September 1693 and received notice in tbe Term Catalogues lor
Michaelmas Term, 1693. There were apparently two issues of it in the same year, or two
different title pages were printed for sale by different booksellers. The copy now in the
CambridgeUniversity Library gives the following publication information at the foot of thetitle
page; "LOWOK:Printed by W. O. lor John Salushury,zt^e Rising Sun in Comfc//, near the i?oya/
Exchange. MDCXCIII." A copy owned by the Folger Library in Washington D. C. has:
"London: Printed by W. O. lor/ohnSalushury, imdSoldhy Walter DightmExon.MDCXClll."
" Mayne, Sanctification, "Epistle to the Reader", sig. CI'.
" The introduction to my forthcoming critical edition of Tvm Dissertations details the original
appearance of the book.
Two Dissertations, sig. A2"; see W. R. Sorely, A History of British Philosophy to 1900
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1920), 129 n. 1: "the preface 'to the Reader' seetns to
me to imply that the book was not posthumotisly published."
" Joha^.Yolton,John Locke and the Way of Ideas {OTCIOZA: Clarendon Press, 1956), 1-25.
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A readily foreseeable ramification of this dissimilarity of interest
is the inconsistency evident between the thought of Zachary Mayne of
Exeter and the positions articulated in Two Dissertations. The latter,
while clearly a theist, evinces no especial interest in matters scriptural
and theological, while Zachary Mayne's books are concerned with
nothing else. Further, Zachary Mayne repeatedly exhibited his stated
conviction that fundamental theological questions must be answered
without the support of philosophical argument. His characteristic
solution of them, as we have seen in his approach to the question of
sanctification by faith, was through biblical hermeneutics. In his
apologia. The Snare Broken, Mayne asserted that the contribution of
philosophy to theological matters is liable to be dangerous:
for the Philosopher to fall to work with his Arguments, and
the Linguist with his Criticisms in a subject of the highest
nature, and indeed utterly surpassing the Wit of Man to
comprehend, might do a world of mischief....And therefore
I humbly advise (who am wholly disinterested further than
as I am a Christian, and have thought of the Subject now
these 35 Years, and that with serious concern)...That Men
would lay aside their Philosophy in inquiring into and
handly [that is handling] this subject; that is, as to the 6' 6 xt,
or intrinsick Reasons, for it is impossible by reason to
comprehend the Being of God. (6)
So far from laying aside philosophical analysis and argument in
conceiving the nature of God and humans' relations with him, the
author of Two Dissertations alludes to scriptural charaaerizations of the
deity to illuminate his philosophical positions on those subjects. {Two
Dissertations, 225-26) Mayne habitually explained his absorption in and
difficulties with the theological issues he addressed through autobio
graphical reference; the anonymous author of the eighteenth-century
philosophic essays on sense, imagination and consciousness made no
autobiographical comment whatever apart from an expression of
intellectual modesty which, though I believe it altogether sincere, is
undeniably formulaic, (sig. A3'-A4'', and 227). The subject of a
confession offered repeatedly by Mayne provides another point of
difference. He spent many years struggling to free himself of the
conviction that he and others might be "filled with god," while the
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author of Two Dissertations had an altogether dissimilar, secular concept
of enthusiasm as the non-conscious source of poets' "Fictions and
Inventions" (197f.). I find it virtually inconceivable that the author of
The Snare Broken and Sanctiftcation by Faith would shift, not to say
trivialize, his understanding of enthusiasm in the latter years of his life
without at least remarking on that change.
Finally, quite apart from any influence of early eighteenth-century
philosophical texts and doctrines discernible in the 1728 book, the
evidence provided by the anonymous author's quotations of John
Locke's An Essay concerning Human Understanding aggravates the
extreme improbability of this Zachary Mayne's authorship of Two
Dissertations. Locke is quoted at significant length in that book with
varying degrees of accuracy at least four times. (105, 115, 123f., and 134)
The earliest edition of Locke's Essay from which one of these quota
tions could have derived is the fourth edition of 1700. In the "Disserta
tion concerning the Imagination." Locke's conception of perception is
critically analyzed, and the interpretation of his position is then
justified with an eye to Locke's own statement of his doctrine. Quoting
Locke, the anonymous author wrote that
The Power (says he [that is Locke)) of Perception is That
which we call the Understanding. Perception, which we make
the Aa of the Understanding, is of three Sorts. 1. The
Perception of Ideas in our Mind. 2. The Perception of the
Signification of Signs. 3. The Perception of the Connection or
Repugnancy, Agreement or Disagreement, that is between any
of our Ideas. (134)
This enumeration of the kinds of perception is part of Locke's
treatment of power in Essay n.xxi.5. Except for changes in accidentals,
this passage remained unchanged from the first through the third
editions of the Essay. In its earlier state the passage appears as:
The power of Perception, is that we call the Understanding.
Perception, which we make the act of the Understanding, is
of three sorts: 1. The Perception of Ideas in our Minds. 2. The
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Perception of the signification of Signs. 3. The Perception of
the Agreement or Disagreement of any distinct Ideas.^^
Locke effected what are, for my present interests, notable changes in
this passage only with the fourth edition. With the fourth edition
accretions bracketed, and its two deletions set off by angles, one can
instantly see that this edition contains what the earliest possible state of
this passage from which the author of Two Dissertations could have
quoted Essay n.xxi.5:
The power of Perception is that {which} we call the Under
standing. Perception, which we make the act of the Under
standing, is of three sorts: 1. The Perception of Ideas in our
Minds. 2. The Perception of the signification of Signs. 3. The
Perception of the {Connexion or Repugnancy,} Agreement
or Disagreement, [that there is between] any <of> our
< distinct > Ideas.
It is clear that the 1728 essayist must have had access to the fourth or a
later edition of An Essay concerning Human Understanding, which
evidently first appeared in December 1699, as it was advertised from 7
to 11 December of that year in the London Gazette, and was entered in
the Term Catalogues for Hilary Term, 1699/1700.'* Inasmuch as

See tlie two states of the first edition of Locke's Essay. An Essay concerning Humane
Understanding. In Four Books {London: Printed by Eliz. Holt, for Thomas Basset, at the George
in Fleetstreet, near St. Dunstan's Church. MDCXC), Book II, chapter jdx, §5. (117); An Essay
concerning Humane Understanding. In Four Books...
Piintedfor The.Basset, and sold
by Eduo. Mary at the Sign of the Three BiHes in St. Paul's Church-Yard. MDCXC. Book II,
chapter xix, $5. (117); and the second and third editions: An Essay concerning Humane
Understanding. In Four Books. Written by John Locke, Gent. The Second Edition, with large
Additions.. .London, Printed for Awnsham and John Churchil, atthe Black Swan 'mPater-NosterRow,and Samuel Manship, at the ^ipin Comhill, near the Royal Exchange,MDCXCIV. Book
II, chapterxxi,§5. (126); An Essay concemii^Humane Understanding. InFour Books. Written
by John Locke,Gent. The Third Edition..XoWon: Printed forAwnsham and John Churchil, at
the Black SwanusPater-Noster-Row,and SamuelManship, at the Ship in Comhil,near the Royal
Exchange, 1695.BookII, chapter xxi, §5 (126).
Locke, An Essay concerning Humane Understandmg. In FourBooks. Written by John Locke,
Gent. The Fourth Edition, with large Additions...London: Printed ford wnsham and John Churchil,
at the Black-Swan in Pater-NosterRow, and Samuel Manship, at the Ship in Comhill, near the
Royal-Exchange,MDCC. (126).
^ See Peter H. Nidditdi, "Introduction'* to his edition of Locke's An Essay concerning Human
Understanding (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975), xxixand n. 54 on the appearance of the fourth
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Zachary Mayne of Exeter died on 11 November 1694,^' and in the
absence of any internal evidence supporting the possibility that Two
Dissertations was edited by someone other than its author after a
lengthy survival in manuscript, the conclusion that it is nearly
impossible that Zachary Mayne of Exeter composed that book is
unavoidable. The possibility that a MS did survive Mayne to be
touched up by an unknown hand and published so long after his death
is obviated by the previous line of argument.
Though expending no discernible effort toward its resolution,
some historians and philosophers have been awake to the difficulties
with the imputation of Two Dissertations to this man for some time.
Occasionally they have introduced arrogations of their own in its stead,
as Noah Porter did in the late nineteenth century. "Among the critics
of Locke," he wrote in his appendix to the English translation of
Uberweg's Grundriss der Geschkhte der Philosophie, "Zachary Mayne
deserves conspicuous attention. He was probably the son of Zachary
Mayne, a divine who was somewhat notorious for his theological
opinions in the time of the Commonwealth, and died at Exeter, Nov.
11, 1[6]94, leaving a son who was a physician, and died at Northamp
ton, in 1750, aged 73."'' Some years later W. R. Sorely noticed that

edition.
" Mayne's gravestone is fixed in the floor of Dalwood Church, inscribed; "Here lyeth ye body
/ of Zachary Mayne /father of ye adiacent / children obiit No / vemberye 11th/ 1694." Five
of his children predeceased him and lie beside their father. On the front fly leaf of a copy of
Edmimd Elys' Animadversions upon a Late Discourse concerning theDivinity, and Death of Christ
[London, 1695?] now in the Bodleian (shelfmark Wood. D.23.) Elys himself inscribed the
following praise of Mayne (which also provides contemporaneous evidence of the latter's
authorship of The Snare Broken [see n.13 above]): "Inmemoriamvirisynceraprobitateac virtute
vere Christi[ana] praediti Zachariae Mayn, coll. Magd. apnd Oxonienses quondam socii.
[Clario]r e tenebris fulget lux aetheris: ipsa
Lux animae e dubiis clarior emicnit.
[Clamo]rem intengem probitas syncera repressit;
Verum velle bonum dogmata falsafugat.
[Scrip]tis purgatam mundo famam iUe relequit;
Purgatamque animam reddidit iUe Deo.
"Quibus [sic] sunt Tituli, "The Snare Broken". E. E.1694" (bracketed words and syllables are
reconstructions of now missing elements cut from the sheet by a bookbinder.)
^ Noah P orter, "AnAppendix on English and American Philosophy", in Friederich Uberweg,
A History of Philosophy: From Thales to the Present Time.Trans. George S. Morris (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1893), 2:368. (Porter,clearly inadvertently, records the date of Mayne's
death as 1794.) Another notablefeature ofPorter's discussion ofthisbookis his comparison of
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Porter's suggestion -would not do; he saw it to be on the best construc
tion confused, for he correctly observed that the son of Zachary Mayne
who died in Northampton in 1750 was not named Zachary, but Samuel
Mayne. (In fact the surviving evidence shows that Mayne had no issue
named Zachary at all; his sons were, named Samuel, Gabriel, and Joel.)
Sorely properly concluded that Porter's "suggestion appears to be
merely a guess.":'^ Leaving aside the nominal confusion and disregarding
the question of Porter's evidence for his suggestion, could it anyway be
correct? That is, could Zachary Mayne's son Samuel have been
responsible for Two Dwsertatiows?
Samuel Mayne was born in 1679 while his father was teaching in
Dalwood, Dorset. He matriculated at Exeter College, Oxford in March
1694, took his B.A. four years later and his M.A. in 1701. He became,
as Porter might be said to have known confusedly, a physician,
graduating B.Med. from New Inn Hall in 1708.'' Beyond this little is
known of him. Though records are not very forthcoming, they do
indicate that Samuel praaiced medicine in Northampton, as of 1743
holding an appointment as one of the "Physicians-In-Ordinary" at
Northampton General Hospital, a position he held "without fee or
reward." Evidence testifies also that he engj^ed in a heated debate with
another physician there. Dr. James Stonhouse, over an issue now
unremembered, in which he was said to have "behaved very rudely and
foolishly."-" Samuel died in Northampton in 1750, buried at St.
Sepulchre's Church on 6 August where he is described as "Dr. Samuel

Its concept of consdonsness •witk later developments in Scottisli pkilosopliy: "The Essay on
Consciousness...distinctly recognizesthe function of consciousness and of self<onsciovtsness as
they have been subsequently developed in the schools of Reid and Hamflton." (2:368) Hamilton
himself remarked upon the similarity between his own views of 'intuitive' knowledge andthat
elaborated in "An Essay on Consciousnesi'.I assess these contentions in the introduction to my
forthcoming critical edition of Tim Dissertations.
" W. R. Sorely, A History of British Philosophy, 129 n. 1.
"A.J. P. Skinner, untitled note on Zachary Mayne oi'Ex.eteT'm.DeiMnandComwallNotesand
Queries 16 (1930-1931); 211-14; Foster, Alumni Oxoniensis, 3: 996; Phihp Bliss noted in his
edition of Wood's Atienae (4: 414 n. 3) that Whalley had inscribed his copy of Wood with the
assertion that Zachary Mayne of Exeter"had a son, a physicianof Northampton,whomlknew,
and who died in Atjgust 1750, aged about 73."
" Francis Fisher Waddy, A History of Northampton General Hospital, 1743 to 1948 (Northamp
ton: The GuildhaU Press for Northampton and District Hospital Management Committee,
1974), 6,18,154 and 179. Thanks to Christopher Fox for this reference.
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Mayne, churchwarden", though the parish account book contains no
mention of his name.'"'
Nothing conclusively proves that Samuel Mayne did not or could
not have written Two Dissertations, but there is no reason beyond
Porter's inept suggestion to entertain the possibility that he did. Samuel
was in his maturity when that book was published and his name is
"Mayne" and he bore a relation with the traditionally-imputed author
of the dissertations: that exhatists the support of Samuel Mayne as a
possibility (which he would of course share with his brothers), and the
value of the last two points is now doubtful. Porter evidently attempted
to preserve as much of the traditional attribution in the face of its
manifest unlikelihood, adjusting available facts to more neatly fit the
date of the book than Watt's attribution had. It was "merely a guess,"
possibly motivated also to save the erroneous citation of the author's
death as 1750 by Uberweg himself in his German text.'** In the absence
of any substantial supportive evidence it is senseless to consider this
possibility further.
There is yet another initially tantalizing possibility as author of
Two Dissertations devolving from the Maynes of Exeter: a grandson and
namesake of the divine Zachary. It is barely possible that it is to this
person that Watt's original unknown evidence and the inscription in
Sir William Hamilton's copy of the book and Porter's or Uberweg's
presumed evidence refers. Yet even less is known of Zachary the
younger than of Samuel. He was the son of Gabriel Mayne and
Margaret Hale, known in his maturity as "Pharmacopolas." This
suggests that he was an apothecary by trade, though I have been unable
to locate any reference to an Exeter apothecary by that name in the
first half of the eighteenth century.'"^ He married Margaret Hayne on

Tlanks to P. I. King of the Northampton Record Office for aid in obtaining this information.
Uberweg bad oddly asserted tbat Zacbary Mayne died in 1750: "An Brown, der Lockes
Tbeorie aus tbeologiscken Griinden zu einem reinenSensualismus umbilden woUte, scblossen
sicb zablreicbe Scbriftsteller, insbesondere GeistUcbe, an. Eine e^ene Wendung gab diesen
Gedanken Zacbary Mayne ^est.1750), vondemdie anonym erscbienenenAbbandltingen: Two
Dissertations concerningSense and tbe Imagination, witb an Essay on Consciousness, London,
1728, bernibren." Friedricb Ueberweg, Grundriss der geschichte derphilosophte, Tbirteentb ed.
(1924; rpt. BaseL Benno Scbvrabe, 1953), 375.
Zacbaiy Ma)rne is unmentioned in any standard bistoiy of pbarmacy, sucb as James'Grier, A
History ofPharmacy (London:Tbe Pbarmaceutical Press, 1937), and LesHeG. Matthews, History
of Pharmacy in Mtain (Edinbuigb: E. and S. Livingstone, 1962). I bave uncovered no
contemporary record of Zacbary Mayne asan apothecary in tbe Exeter r^on, though I bave
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28 August 1723 at St. Lawrence, Exeter.If there was ever anything to
the mere ascription of the dissertations to a Zachary Mayne by Robert
Watt and the unknown previous owner of Hamilton's copy of Two
Dissertations it is just possible—but nothing more—that it was this
Zachary Mayne, "Pharmacopolas", to whom the ascription refers.
Apart from this there is no affirmative reason for pursuing this
possibility, particularly in light of other evidence of authorship.
A somewhat complex possibility for the authorship of the
dissertations needs be considered at least briefly before dismissal.
Cryptic physical evidence raises, genuinely if faintly, the question of
whether or not one of the early eighteenth-century bishops of Cork
and Ross composed that book. The recesses of the Library of Trinity
College Dublin preserve a copy of Two Dissertations once owned by
Peter Browne, Bishop of Cork and Ross from 1710 to 1735, and author
of The Procedure, Extent, and Limits of Human Understanding, ^VihY\s\tt A
in the same year in which Two Dissertations appeared.'''' What is
interesting, not to say strange, about Browne's copy of the latter book
is, of all things, its binding. The book is bound in eighteenth-century

found evidence of otters. In fact it is not certain that this Zachaiy Mayne was an apothecary,
though I can imagine no other reasonable construction of the name 'Pharmacopolas* cited by
Skinner. R. M. S. McConaghey has noted that for some yet unknown reason, little record of
medicalpractitioners,induding apothecaries,forthe Dartmouth area has survived.1suspect that
one reason for this is the confusion overwhether apothecaries belongedto the Gild of Merchant
Adventurers or to the Taylors' Company in Exeter during the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. The matter of guild representation of apothecaries, chemists and druggists was
complex, heing anything but uniform throughout England, or even in one town through any
period. See William R. Le Fanu, "TThe Lost Half-Century in English Medicine, 1700-1750",
Bulletin ofthe History of Medicine (1972): 319-48;J. G. Bumby, "Apprenticeship Records: An
Examination of Inland Revenue Apprenticeship Records betweenthe Years 1710 and 1811 with
Particular Reference to Medicine and Pharmacy", Transactionsof the British Societyforthe History
of Pharmacy 1 (1977): 145-94; McConaghey, "Medical Records of Dartmouth, 1425-1887",
Medical History 4 (1960): 101; T. D. Whittet, "The Apothecary in Provincial Gilds", Medical
Histoiy 8 (1964): 245-73.
" A. J. P. Skinner in Devon and Comsoall Notes and (Queries, 212.
^ The volume is listed, under title only, in Browne's MS library catalogue. Trinity College,
Dublin: TCD MS 3991. The original MS is now ill the library of the University of Newcastle,
New South Wales. I am gratefulto M. Pollard, Keeper of Early Printed Books, Trinity College
Library, University of Dublin, for help with this book, and to Thomas Power of the
Manuscripts Department for assistance with the MS.
There is evidence that the booh once belongedto the late A. A. Luce. A typed note is now
fixed on the front paste-down and reports that "Dean C. A. Webster gave me this book, and
drew my attention to two facts," namely the label and the MS library catalogue of Browne's
ownership of the volume.
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calf, its covers rolled in blind with two fillets of gold, its spine tooled
in gold with a red morocco label reading:
BP OF
CORK'S
DISSER
Prima facie, two possibilities of interpretation of this legend seem
reasonable. The first and most natural alternative, given the conven
tions of book marking, is that this label names the author of the
volume. This is the possibility which requires exploration here. The
other interpretation is that the stamp identifies the owner of this copy.
This would be peculiar—equally in the eighteenth century and
twentieth—though given the vagaries of the species possibly not unique.
While one may reasonably contend that if this were the case we could
expect to find the remainder, or a significant percentage of the
remainder, of this book collector's volumes stamped in this way, this
seems not to be the case in Browne's instance. That is, if this label was
intended to name nothing other than its volume's owner, no other of
Peter Browne's books are known to be stamped like this. There is no
further assistance to be had from the copy itself; there are no contem
porary marginalia or markings of any kind in the preliminaries or the
text. An at the moment unfalsifiable hypothesis would account for this
oddity: the present binding, or at least the morocco label, dates not
from Browne's ownership of the volume, but from a period after his
death in August 1735.
If we entertain the possibility that this label names the author of
this volume the strongest candidate would be Peter Browne himself.
But he is not the only candidate, for that bishopric changed hands twice
during what I take to be the relevant period, and the label may signify
one of the other two bishops as author. This interpretation demands,
in other words, that whatever evidence there may be in favor of each
of these three men be studied for clues for responsibility for Two
Dissertations. Apart from the dumb evidence of this binding, none
seems anything more than a sheer chronological possibility, a possibil
ity which in each case is eroded by further consideration.
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Dr. Peter Browne assumed the bishopric of Cork and Ross in 1710
on the recommendation of the Queen.^® He rose to prominence
through numerous publications, including his Answer to John Toland's]
Ojristianity not Mysterious (Dublin, 1697), \i\s Procedure (London, 1728),
and Things Divine and Supernatural Conceived by Analogy with Things
Natural and Human (London, 1733). On grounds distinrt from the
peculiar binding I have described, it is conceivable that Browne was
responsible for Two Dissertations as well.'*' Sir William Hamilton
repeatedly expressed curiosity about the authorship of the latter in part
because he found its analysis of consciousness sophisticated and
congenial to his own. In the course of proposing that the identity of a
mental operation is derived from its relation to its object, he argued
that "if a relation cannot be comprehended in one of its termsj so we
cannot be conscious of an operation, without being conscious of the
object to which it exists only as a correlative." At this point Hamilton
reported "great pleasure, in confirmation of this doctrine," in quoting
"a work wholly unknown, it would appear, in Britain, but which
manifests, throughout, singular ingenuity and independence:—I mean
the treatise entitled—"Two Dissertations....I may find a more fitting
opportunity of doing justice to the author (Zachary Mayne?)."""^
Hamilton seems never to have found this opportunity. But at some
earlier date he indicated the interpretative grounds upon which the
supposition that Peter Browne was the author of that book could be
built, though without implying that he accepted that inference. In yet
another note inscribed on the front fly-leaf of his copy of the book,
Hamilton observed
N. B. D"^ Peter Browne, Bishop of Cork, in his "Procedure
Extent and Limits of the Human Understanding" published in
the same year has many doctrines similar to those maintained

A. R. Winnett, Peter Browne:Provost, Bishop,Metaphysician (London: S J*.C K., 197,4)> 50-51
andnn.
ReinKard Brandt, ed., Pseudo-Mayne. Uher das Bewufitsein^ 1728 (Hamburg: Meiner, 1983),
xii-xiii. Brandt aigues against this attribution on the basis of conceptual dissimilarity between
Browne^s known views and those laid out in Two Dissertations.
Sir William Hamilton, "Philosophy ofPerception",inHamilton,D«c«n/o»io»Pi&i/ojc^^4«</
Literature, Education and University Reform. Chi^y from the Edinburgh Review; Corrected,
Vindicated, Enlarged, in Notes and Appendices. Third ed. Edinburgh: William Blackwood and
Sons, 1866), 49 and n. This essay first appeared in the Edinburgh Review, October 1830.
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here.—Both coincide in the criticism of Locke's abusive use
of the word Idea. See p. 136; and the procedure &c. p. 71.

We have so far seen Hamilton's observations regarding Two Disserta
tions to be unexceptionable, so far as they have gone. If we read this
note to bear the slight implication that Browne may have been more
closely connected with that book than simply exhibiting some
similarity in doctrine and critical stance we must promptly see it to be
suspea. It seems clear that Browne could not in fact have written Two
Dissertations, given the views he articulates in the work indisputably
written by him and published only weeks before the dissertations made
their debut.
Differences in the treatments of consciousness to be found in
Browne's Procedure and Two Dissertations are alone sufficiently strong
and various to eliminate Browne as a candidate for authorship of the
latter. Browne appears entirely insensitive to the novelty of the concept
and language of consciousness."" His conception of instinct differs from
that offered in the dissertations as well. "Instina," Browne supposed,
is simply the name we give to "Knowledge in Brutes." Now, this is not
proper knowledge, for animals possess no consciousness, no reflective
capacities, which are necessary for the acquisition of knowledge. "But
for want of an higher and Immaterial Principle, when the Idea is once
formed...[brutes] can take no After View or Notice of it distinct from
the Sensation itself." (158) On these grounds Browne expressly denied
the existence of memory in animals (159ff.), while the author of Two
Dissertations assumed that brutes have that faculty. fTwo Dissertations,
170) Moreover, as his above comment regarding brute sensation may
imply, Browne's understanding of "idea" differed from that of the
author of the dissertations. Ideas for the latter writer function as
proxies for absent physical objects; in Browne's view, "whatever
Impression external sensible Objects make upon us, this we call thenIdea; because it is the only Perception of them we are capable of, and
the only way we have of knowing them." {Procedure, 60) No ideas of
reflection are possible, thought Browne, because the mind is immedi
ately conscious of its operations (see 66). Ideas of sensation constitute
the basis of all knowledge in his estimation: "the most abstracted
•" [PeterBrowne], TheProcedure,Extent,andLimitsofHuman Understanding (London: William
Innys, 1728), 72 and 158ff.
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spiritual Knowledge we have...takes its first Rise from...Sensations; and
hath all along a necessary dependence upon them." (56) Finally, as I
said, there are important differences in the conceptions of consciousness
displayed in these two works. Whereas the author of 7wo Dissertations
committed himself to the position that one's consciousness constitutes
one's knowledge of one's own "being and existence," Browne exhibited
rather a different commitment on the basis of his sensationalist bent.
For, he argued, "[i]f we Abstract intirely from Material Substance and
its Properties, we should have no Ideas nor indeed Consciousness of
Being at all; for that could never enter into the Mind without the Idea
of something actualy Existing upon which to exercise our Thoughts."
Browne assumed, in other words, that the mind perceives "nothing
actualy existing but what is Material," not even the mind itself. (196)
With such numerous and foundational differences in doctrine, there is
no need to tarry longer over Bishop Browne as the possible author of
Two Dissertations; the positions detailed in that work are not his.
The men who succeeded Browne to the bishopric of Cork and
Ross are Robert Clayton (1695-1758), author of An Essay on Spirit
(Dublin, 1750), of The Genuine Sequel to the Essay on Spirit (Dublin,
1752), and of A Defence of the Essay on Spirit (London, 1753); and
Jemmett Browne (d. 1772), possibly a relation of Peter."" No evidence
supports the possibility that Jemmett Browne produced any philosophi
cal publications during his life, and his candidacy for authorship of Two
Dissertations is sufficiently exiguous to disregard. Clayton may readily
be dismissed from consideration as author of this book on the basis of
the complete dissimilarity in writing style, focus of literary interests,
conception of consciousness and doarines of the nature of matter and
spirit and their relations. In his Essay on Spirit Clayton deployed a
version of Locke's distinction between ideas of sensation and those
impressions "which the Spirit of any self-moving Agent is capable of
being affected with, by its own reflex Acts upon itself; by the Means of
which, the Mind is furnished with such Ideas, as may properly be called
Ideas of Reflexion."'® Such a distinction we saw dismissed by Browne
" DNB, s.v. "Clayton, Robert (1695-1758)"; on Jemmett Brotvne see Winnett, Peter Rrotwe, 2
and 214 nn. 6 and 7; C. A. Webster, The Diocese of Cork (Cork: Guy, 1920), 331.
Clayton, An Essay on Spirit, wherein The Doctrine of the Trinity is considered In the Light of
Nature and Reason; as well as In the Light in which it was held by the ancient Hebrews (London:
J. Noon, S. Woodfall and M. Cooper, 1751), 16. See Jobn W. Yolton, Thinking Matter.
Materialism in Eighteenth-Century Britain (Oxford:Blackwell, 1983), 97-98; and David Berman,
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and was also refuted by the author of Two Dissertations.^^ Clayton
specified functions of what he termed the "faculty" of consciousness
which are at odds with the nature of that sort of perception spelled out
in the 1728 work: "And as my own Consciousness convinces me of my
own Existence, so does the same Faculty convince me, that this
Existence of mine is composed of two very different Kinds of Existence,
that is, of a thinking, active, powerful Existence; and a dull, .heavy,
inactive. Existence" (6). The anonymous author of the 1728 work under
examination held that the body forms no part of the life of oneself
whatever; one can be Conscious of no such composition as Clayton
predicates on his theory. Clayton's dortrines are therefore incompatible
with those articulated in Two Dissertations, and so completes the case
against any Bishop of Cork and Ross as a reasonable candidate for the
authorship of our book.
The conclusion of this examination of the matter would seem to
be that not one of the nominees traditionally or latterly put forward
for authorship of Two Dissertations is at all likely to have been
responsible for it." We appear to be left with merely negative results.
But we cannot shelve this problem, for there is yet another Mayne
whose title to responsibility demands consideration: a mysterious
Charles Mayne.
Suitably opening the introduction to his German translation of
"An Essay on Consciousness" with the observation that the problem of
its authorship presents something of an enigma, Reinhard Brandt has
lately opted for the possibility that one Charles Mayne was responsible
for its composition." This solution has also been chosen by the director

"Enl^hteument and Counter-Enlightenment in Irish Philosophy," Archiv fur Geschichte der
Philosophic 64 (1982): 148-65 and 257-79.
Two Dissertations, 105ff.
" The tmhnowu author of the summary of Two Dissertations published in the 1730 volume of
Acta Eruditorum thought the book Hutchesonian. The observation is confused and its implied
suggestion of authorship tmhelpful. The concept of moral sense, already well developed by
Hutchesonin 1728, is entirely absentfrom Two Dissertations, and thereare some positivelyantiHutchesonian positions regarding man's moral capacities adumbrated there. In addition to these
obstacles the Hutchesonian treatment of consciousness was quite contrary to that posed in "An
Essay on Consciousness." See Francis Hutcheson, An Essay on the Nature and Conduct of the
Passions and Affections. Third ed. (Loudon: A. Ward, et al., 1742), 3n.; idem. Synopsis
Metaphysicae, Ontologiam et Pneumatologiam complectens. Second ed. ([Glasgow]: n. p., 1744),
pars, ii, c.1, §4 (thatis 5lf.); see Hutcheson, Logicae compendium (Glasgow, n. p., 1756), 18f.
" Brandt, ed., Pseudo-Mayne,p. xi; see Brandt, "Pseudo-Mayne" in Grundrissder Geschichte der
Philosophic hegriindetvonFriedrich Ueberweg, ed.Jean-PierreSchobinger (Baseh Schwabe, 1988),
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of the Eighteenth-Century Short Title Catalogue project, Robin Alston.
So far as particularly the latter source is likely to be considered
authoritative within the scholarly community, and since this assertion
is not without eighteenth-century precedent, it is worthwhile to
examine this ascription in some detail.''* My view is that on the basis of
the evidence cited by these scholars, in discarding Zachary for Charles
Mayne we are merely supplanting one unjustified and empty attribu
tion with another. Under these evidentiary circumstances scholarship
would be better served by refraining from assigning Two Dissertations
to anyone whatever. Having said this, however, I must point out that
there is other, undeniably equally circumstantial but far more compel
ling, evidence in favor of the attribution of this book to Charles
Mayne—or as he spelled it, Mein.
Brandt first notes that the Library of Edinburgh University, which
owns a copy of Two Dissertations,^^ catalogues Charles Mayne as its
author, and that
der Name von Charles Mayne taucht noch an anderer Stelle
auf: Im Jahre 1733 wurde eine Schrift mit dem Titel An Essay
Concerning Rational Notions. To which is added. The Proof of
a God (London 1733: W. Innys and R. Manby), 204 S., in 8°

3:732-5; and James G.Buickerood, "Mayne, Charles (d. 1737.'),'' InA Dictionaryof EighteenthCentury British Philosophers (Bristol: Thoemmes, 1999).
" The evidence for this attribution dted by ESTC must be the effect of an overs^ht, for it is
entirely irrelevant to Two Dissertations. In the early 1980s the Catalogue remarked: "For
authorship see 'Gentleman's magazine' VII p. 642, 'Monthly Cat.' VI p. 580 andthe Edinburgh
Univ. Cat." The Edinburgh University Library catalogue ascription, as noted below, is not
contemporaneous with the volume; the Library holds no record of the origin of this ascription.
Alone, it is useless. The Gentleman's Magazine and Monthly Catalogue references are not
references to Two Dissertations, but to the 1737 reissue of Charles Mayne's Essay concerning
Rational Notions,simply notices of the latter in contemporary book registers. Since thesecond
(1737) issue of Rational Notions bore Charles Mayne's name on the title page, itis unnecessary
to search for further evidence of his authorship of that book. The Gentleman's Magazine entry
reads: "AnEssay on Rational Notions;with theProof of a God. By the late CharlesMaryne,Es%
pr. 3s. 6d." In October 1987 ESTC informed me of its intention of retracting the attribution to
Charles Mayne in recognition of this error, butthe result is now just as confused as the original
entry. The remarks appended to the entry for Two Dissertations now read: "The authorship
attributions in 'Gentleman'smagazine' VII p. 642, 'Monthly Cat.' VI p. 580 and the Edinburgh
Univ. Cat. are misleading and point erroneously to Charles Mayne"!
" Edinburgh University Library catalogue. "BY CHA' MAYNE ESQ." has been added to the
title page of this copy by hand, but it does not appear to be contemporary with the volume.
Thanks to J. T. D. HaU, Keeper of Special Collections of the Library.
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anonym publiziert. Das Werk wird im Katalog der Bodleian
Library in Oxford einem Charles Mayne zugeschrieben; diese
Zuweisung geht vermutlich zuriick auf eine handschriftliche
Notiz des zweiten erhaltenen Exemplars in der Cambridger
Universitatsbibliothek. (Nach der Form der Handschrift
diirfte diese Eintragung nicht aus dem 18. Jahrhundert
stammen.) Sowenig wie ein Zachary Mayne lafit sich jedoch
ein Charles Mayne zu der fraglichen Zeit—also um 1730—als
Autor verifizieren. Charles Mayne wird in keinem
Biographielexikon aufgefiihrt, und der Name begegnet auch
nicht in den Studentenverzeichnissen der Oxforder urid
Cambridger Universitat. Ob die Schrift von 1733 und die
Two Dissertations von 1728 vom selben Autor stammen,
bedarf noch einer naheren Klarung; es gibt gute Argumente,
die fur eine Identitat der beiden Pseudo-Mayne sprechen.
(xi-xii)

The evidence for ascribing the later work Brandt here mentions, An
Essay concerning Rational Notions, to Charles Mayne is in fact greater
than the authority of the Bodley's catalogue or an isolated MS note in
one copy of that book. An Essay concerning Rational Notions was
reissued in 1737, its sheets identical to those of the 1733 issue, the only
difference between the two being the title pages. The title page of the
second issue of the work is captured by the description:
AN I ESSAY I CONCERNING | RATIONAL NO
TIONS. I To which is added, | The Proof of a God. [ [rule
87 mm.] |By the late ] CHARLES MAYNE. Esq;. | [rule 88
mm.] I [figure] 1 [double rule 88 mm.] | LONDON: [
Printed for W. INNYS and R. MANBY, at [ the West-End
of St. Paul's. I [rule 32 mm.] \ MDCCXXXVH. 8°.°."

Tkis dairn is tentative, based on an examination of tbe onlytwo recordedcopies of tbe book
in tbe United States—a copy of tbe 1737 issue in tbe collection of tbe University of Minnesota
(Minneapolis) Library witb tbe copy of tbe 1733 issue beld in tbe rare book room of tbe
University of lUinois-Urbana Library. {The National Union Catalog incon^cdy lists botb as
1733 imprints.) Witb tbe generousbelp ofMr.FredNasb of Urbanalcomparedtbe pagination,
catchwords, andpressmarks of tbe two books. Wediscerned no variation from one copy to tbe
otber, bence my claim tbat tbey are two issues, not editions, of tbe same work. Study of tbe
Minnesota copy, hampered by its tight binding, failed to reveal tbe titlepage to be, as I suspect
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The October 1737 number of The History of the Works of the Learned
contains a review of that year's issue and an advertisement for the book
was printed in the September 1737 number of The Gentleman's
Magazine. Both notices include mention of the author published on the
title page.'^ Professor Brandt is correct in claiming that this Charles
Mayne has been until now something of a cipher; virtually nothing has
been known of him. That notwithstanding there is no and never has
been any public question of his authorship of Rational Notions, except,
perhaps, during the interval from 1733 to 1737.
What is questionable is the identification of the author of Rational
Notions as the writer of Two Dissertations on the grounds offered so far.
Brandt submits a series of what he believes good reasons for this
attribution, which includes the claims that
Die Schrift verteidigt das Gegebensein von rationalen
Begriffen apriori gegen Locke, erfiillt also das gleiche Programm wie die Two Dissertations. Diese letztere Publikation
hatte noch darauf verzichtet, vom Intellekt selbst zu handeln
und an dessen Stelle ein Begleitphanomen, das Bewufitsein,
vorweg er6rtert....Der Aufbau der beiden Biicher gleicht sich
darin, dafi jeweils ein Hauptteil an den Anfang gestellt wird
und ohne nahere schriftstellerische Verknupfung eine
Abhandlung folgt, zuerst vom Bewufitsein, im zweiten Werk
von Gott (kosmologischer Existenzbeweis). In beiden Fallen
bezieht sich der Autor nur auf wenige Klassiker...und
konzentriert sich ganz auf die Widerlegung von Locke. In

it 15, a cancellans.
Wky woiddtkeprominentpublisliers WilliamInnys and RichardManbyreissue Rational
Notions witb an autboiial attribution four years after its original, anonymous, publication?
Presumably tbe1753 issuedid notsell well;witb a new title page bearii^tbedate 1757 covering
the unsold sheets it appeared to be a new publication. Yet this alone does not e^laln tbe
autbori^ attribution on tbe new title page. One possible explanation of tbisis tbat tbe publishers
believed tbat tbe identirication oP**Mayne** as its author would help sell tbe book. Now, why
would tbat help? Tbe publishers would presumablythink this only if they bebeved Mein*s name
would be readily recognized in London.I hope to provide an explanation of why this would be
tbe case in a biographical essay on Cbailes Mein and bis relations witb prominent wits of
Augustan London.
Article xxvi, The History of the Works ofthe Learned 2 (October 173^: 286-93; The Gentleman's
Magazine 7 (September 1737): 642: M Register o/Books in October 1737": "An Essay on
Rational Notions; witb tbe Proof of a God. By tbe late Charles Mayne^ Esq; pr.3s. 6d."
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beiden Fallen beginnt das Werk mit einer Bescheidenheitsformel. (xliv, n. 5)

I am afraid that even were I to agree with these points as descriptions
of the two books I could not concede that they provide the resolution
of the problem of authorship of Two Dissertations. Some I believe to be
inaccurate characterizations of features of one or the other of the two
books. In those cases where I believe a point is an unobjectionable
description of features of either of these works, those features strike me
as unhelpful or at least insufficient bases for the identification of
Charles Mayne as the author we seek.
Before evaluating this ascription, we may notice that it is stronger
than either Brandt or Alston realize. There are two eighteenth-century
sources for the identification of Charles Mayne, or Mein, as the.author
of Two Dissertations. In the Rare Book Room of Cambridge University
Library there is a copy of that book with an interesting inscription.®'
On the verso of the final rear fly leaf an eighteenth-century handpenned "by Cha Mein Esq". The provenance of this item is presently
unknown, and by itself, without any indications of its eighteenthcentury ownership it is difficult to know what to make of this claim.
And while no reason compels us positively to believe this and while
there is an immediate objection to the possibility, it is conceivable that
it is an eighteenth-century owner's record of the attribution made in
George Lewis Scott's 1753 Supplement to Ephraim Chambers' Cyclopae
dia. For the second eighteenth-century source for this attribution was
published in that widely-used compendium.®'
The Supplement's additions to the original Cyclopaedia article
"Idea" contains a synopsis of the strictures on Locke's use of that term
m An Essay concerning Human Understanding found in Two Disserta
tions. This supplementary article notes with approbation the concept
" SLelfmark 7180.C.18. Bound in eighteenth-century calf with twentieth-century rebacking.
There are traces of a removed bookplate on the front pastedowm. The title page bears the
penciled inscription "Zachary Mayne" in alate hand. The C.UX. obtained thiscopy on 7 May
1968 from Bow Windows in Sussex. Beyond the attribution there are no margmalia or
corrections of errata in this copy. The current management of Bow Windows have no
information on the provenance of this copy.
"TTie immediate objection to this speculation is the fact that the spelling of the author"s surname
on thetitle page of the 1737 issue of Rational Notions is "Mayne", not "Mein", as the inscribed
attribution in the Cambridge copy of Two Dissertations has it. So it appears that this inscription
owes to independent grounds or possibly oral transmission.
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of idea proposed in the 1728 book, referring to the treatment of an idea
as an "image, picture, or representation in the mind of a sensible
appearance" on 105-106. The article observes that the Two Disserta
tions' author
has been very elaborate in proving and inforcing the distinc
tion between notions and ideas. In another treatise, he
observes that Mr. Locke in his Essay on Human Understand
ing, takes no notice of rational notions, and thereby has not
only given a partial and imperfect account of his subject, but
made an unjust and unfair representation of it.—Kid. An
Essay concerning Rational Notions, printed at London,
1723.®
Charles Mayne is not explicitly named here as author of either Two
Dissertations or of Rational Notions (to the 1733) edition of which the
article's author presumably meant to refer, not a non-existent 1723
issue), but the writer certainly believed these books to have been
written by the same person. No evidence is forwarded for this
attribution; it is merely asserted.^*
This anicle, as all others in G. L. Scott's supplement to Chambers,
is unsigned, and I believe that we do not now know whether someone
besides Scott himself was responsible for identifying the author of the
two books as the same man. Either of the two possible authors of this
article whom I have identified—Scott himself and Andrew Reid—would

" A Supplement to Mr. Chambers's Cyclopaedia: or. Universal Dictionary of Arts and Sciences
(London: W. Innys, et al., 1753), s.v. "Idea {Cycl.)." I thank David Raynorfor his aid with this
material.
" Much in this article is peculiar, patticulady the way in which this attribution is intrcxluced.
Roughly one.<jaarter of the entire article is devoted to the views on ideas andnotions presented
in Two Dissertations and Rational Notions. Attention to these works follows a brief treatment
of George Berkeley on ideas andnotions and precedes a rather lengthier discaission of Leibniz's
conception of them. The paragraph discussing Rational Notions quoted above succeeds two
others in which the author of Two Dissertations has already beendescribed as, in that earlier hook,
chastising Locke "for confotmding ideas and notions," and laying out his auti-Lockean
cx>nception of idea"aocotding tothe commonand usual signification" of that term as animage
or picture ofa sensible objectin the mind. In those prior paragraphs Lockeis four times accused
of ^noiing notions tothe peril of his account of the nnderstandii^. The only real fimction of
the abovenjuoted paragraph,then, isto identify the author of Rational Notions as the authorof
Two Dissertations.
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have had ample opportunity to acquire a basis for this attribution." Yet
so far as the matter of the authority for this attribution is obscure, we
are better advised to seek independent evidence for the attribution than
rely on this.
Above I pointed out that Reinhard Brandt's case for attributing
Two Dissertations to the Charles Mayne of Rational Notions focuses on
textual and conceptual considerations rather than on such potential
evidence as I have here sketched. As inconclusive as my complete
argument shall be, it is in my judgment much less tenuous than the
reasoning for Brandt's position. I confess that I find Brandt's last three
points least helpful in adjudicating the issue. His third observation, that
both Two Dissertations and Rational Notions refer to a few classical
authors, is of no aid whatever so far as that trait is common to an
overwhelmingly large number of Augustan publications. And it is not
the case that both works concentrate altogether on refuting ingredients
of Lockean doctrine. The earlier book does have as its purpose the
refutation of a foundational contention in Locke's analysis of human
understanding— that the having of an idea is an act of understand
ing—but the later work does not. In fact, while Two Dissertations'
attitude toward Locke is univocally critical, even hostile. Rational
Notions explicitly appeals to the authority of Locke in its attempt to
convince the reader of the ubiquity, and consequent importance of an
analysis of rational notions in human cognitive affairs, albeit with the

"Scott and Reid botk hadsufficient experience of contemporary intellectual journalism to have
known if the author of Rational Notions had written Two Dissertations. Scott had been imable
to complete his editorial duties on the supplement project, turning over much of the
responsibdily to that eighteenthcentury bibUographical and moral nightmare, Dr.J ohn HiU.
On Scott, see DNB,s.v. "Scott, George Lewis (1708-1780)";and the letter from Scott to James
Burnet, Lord Monboddo, 3 April 1773, in William Knight, Lord Monhoddo and Some of his
Contemporaries (London: John Murray, 1900), 77 and 78; Abraham Rees, ed.. Cyclopaedia:Or,
An Universal Dictionary of Arts and Sciences: containing an Explanation of the Terms, and an
Account of the Several Subjects, in the Liberal and Mechanical Arts, and the Sciences, Human and
Divine: Intended as a Course of Ancient and Modem Learning. With the Supplement and Modem
Improvements, Incorporated in one Alphabet (London: for Rivingtou et al., 1786), Preface, i, ii.
On Reid see DNB,s.v. "Reid, Andrew (d. 1767.')";Reid possibly wrote the review article on the
Supplement in The Monthly Review, or LiteraryJournal 10 (London: for R.Griffiths, 1754):51-7;
a French translation of this review article was published in the same year in Matthieu Maty's
Journal Britannique 13 (1754): 107-27. See Uta Janssens, Matthieu Maty and the Journal
Britannique, 1750-1755. A French View of English Literature in the Middle of the Eighteenth
Century (Amsterdam: Holland University Press, 1975), especially 43-54, 144 and 170; and
Benjamin Chistie Nangle, The Monthly Review First Series, 1749-1798. Indexes of Contributors
and Articles (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1934), esp. xiii and n. 2,35 and 205.
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critical observation that by failing to provide an analysis of rational
notions in favor of his commitment to the way of ideas, Locke offered
merely "a partial and imperfect account of his subjert," settling for "an
unjust and unfair representation of it."" Even if it were the case that
both works are devoted primarily to attacking Locke, that would
hardly be specification enough to identify an anonymous author in
early eighteenth-century Britain; contemporary interest in refuting or
qualifying Lockean doctrines (including by recourse to the notional
way) was by no means restricted to a miniscule knot of malcontents.
Finally, I think it obvious that the final assertion that both books open
with modest formulae is uninformative; they are perfectly conven
tional.
Brandt believes the structure of the two books informatively
comparable. I can agree that this assertion is true, but only in a sense so
weak as to yield no helpful insight into the possibility of their common
authorship. Specifically, Brandt seems to find the fact that the argument
for the existence of God appended to the body of Rational Notions
without any explicit connection with that text reflects somehow the
organization of Two Dissertations as three independent essays. But that
is false. The 1728 book possesses far greater cohesion than his descrip
tion allows: the three essays composing it are all implicitly and
expressly interdependent; the main argument to establish the rational
ity of human knowledge and the dignity of human nature runs through
all three components of that book, and the arguments of each hinge
upon analyses prosecuted in the others. It is a proper book, if you will,
not merely an aggregate of essays. This is not altogether the case with
the 1733 essay, though that is not as disjointed as Brandt seems to
believe, either. It is divided into thirteen chapters, ten of which are each
devoted to the analysis of a distina rational notion. The remaining
three chapters comprise general theoretical remarks on rational
notions, evaluations of their relative clearness and ease of comprehen
sion, and concluding reflections. Finally, Rational Notions contains
what is called an appendix on a distina, though given the drift of its
analysis not irrelevant, topic, a "Proof of a God." Mayne does not
mention this appendix or its contents anywhere in the prefatory
material or body of the text, though it is arguable that the final
" Rational Notions, sig. A3^-A4'. Both works have in common a heightened sense of the
influence and authority of Locke's Essay at the time of their publication.
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paragraph of the "Conclusion" of the main text alludes to the appended
matter."*
I do not expect that any quantitative analysis of the style of these
books could provide a satisfaaory answer to the question of their
common authority, but two features at least of each work's prdse may
be worth brief consideration. Both texts exhibit their authors' penchant
for parentheses. Each is peppered with asides such as "as I may call it,"
"as I may take occasion to observe," "as I may occasionally take
Notice," "according to the usual signification of the word". These and
comparable turns of phrase festoon these texts like the blotches on a
giraffe. Two Dissertations' text is by far the more populated of the two
with nearly two hundred instances, but Rational Notions' considerably
briefer text sports nearly seventy parentheses. By no means a unique or
even uncommon feature in the corpus of early eighteenth-century prose
perhaps, but the sheer number of these parentheses in both texts is
arresting. The vocabulary of the two works is suggestively similar as
well, by which I do not refer to the use of technical philosophical terms
alone. The author of Two Dissertations often discusses and refers to "our
real Thoughts and Sentiment" of a subject (45), where Mayne repeat
edly mentions our "thoughts and sentiments of things" (2 and 71)'The
two texts' use of terms like "attention," "taking notice of," and
"immediately viewing" are comparable as are their instances of the uses
of "examining and considering" as well as of "design" and "habitudes
and relations." Too, Charles Mayne's concept of rational notions as
"second or after-^ougltts'' (6) has a corollary in Two Dissertations'
"After-reflection" and "After-Consideration". {Two Dissertations, 99 and
97) Mayne speaks sotto voce in the midst of his definition of rational
notions (6) to point out that this is "(to give a general character or brief
and summary description of them)," while the anonymous author of
1728 punctuates his definition of consciousness with the whispered
^ The final paragraph of the "Condusion" may well be construed as alluding to the following
^Proof,** though any reference is inexplicit. Mayne proposes in the conclusion that since '^the
agreement of things to reason** is independent of
notions or conceptions of them**,
something*s being reasonable is **so in itself/* Thisin turn is taken to imply thatthere isa *^reason
considered absolutely and in itself*. Thus there "is such a thing as reason itsdf that is, absolute^
etemaly and infinite reason/* Would such reason not then be the "cause of whatever is
reasonable**? Mayne likely identified this infinite, absolute and eternal reason with the God
whose existence he proves in the appendix, but did not assert any identity, ifational NotionSy
150-52) God isnot here czHedy
ismTwo Dissertationsy
and/wie/Zigence itself** (Tivo
Dissertationsy 225)
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announcement that this is "(to give a Definition, or rather short and
summary Description of it)" {Two Dissertations, 144). Both works speak
repeatedly of perceived phenomena and constitutive notions to "notify
and declare to the mind" some significance in ways that are strongly
reminiscent of one another.
Moving from the merely verbal to conceptual similarities, both
authors exhibit profound interest and great care in the project of
discriminating the nature and operations of the respective cognitive
faculties, (for example. Rational Notions, 22ff., and Two Dissertations, 2,
14f. and 80)^® Each reveals deep suspicions about the long- and even
short-term satisfactoriness of sensual pleasures, recommending the
experience of rational pleasure as immeasurably their superior.
{Rational Notions, 178f., and Two Dissertations, 88) Neither author
believes that we can perceive the essence of any substance; each
considers that—due to the inadequacy of sense, not reason—we cannot
know how the properties or qualities of corporeal substances subsist,
(for example Rational Notions,25f. and 147f., and Two Dissertations, 13,
18, 33f., 67 and 157) Two Dissertations advocates the restriction of the
term 'invention' to "some rational Work or Performance, which is
different from any thing we have perceived by our Senses," rather than
applying it as in ordinary usage to any "new Discovery, or the finding
out something that was not known before, and wherein it is not
necessary, at least always, that the Imagination should be employed."
In a non-sensory, rational operation such as this, "we always use our
Imagination [governed by reason]; namely, by framing in our Minds an
Idea different from any sensible Appearance: which Idea is to serve as
the Model or Pattern of what is afterwards to be made or done
according to it." As ideas are in Two Dissertations' view representations
of sensible objects previously perceived in distinaion from present
perceptions of sensible appearances, the understanding here is that in
invention something is copied from an archetypal idea; copying
something from a model sensible object is by contrast imitation (72f.).
" On the importance of thisprojert in early modemphilosophy seeJames G. Bnickerood, "The
Natural History of theUnderstanding: Locke and the Rise of Facultative Logicinthe Eighteenth
Century," History and Philosophy of Logic6 (1985); 157-90; Stephen Gaukroger,Cartesian Logic.
An Essay on Descartes's Conception of Inference (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989); and Gary
HatEeld, "The Cognitive Faculties," in Daniel Garber and Michael Ayers, eds.. TheCambridge
History of Seventeenth-Century Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press^ 1998), 2:
953-1002.
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Rational Notions quietly presupposes such a conception of invention,
as Mayne observes that the correct application of the notion of
requisiteness "frequently point[s] out the way or course we are to take,
and is in many cases an useful hint for invention." (60) While no one of
these positions is unique or sufficiently unusual to, by itself, identify its
author, their cumulative weight is sufficiently substantial to help
establish the identity of their authors as the same man.
More important yet than the possibility that Rational Notions is
a less cohesive work than Two Dissertations and far more definitive than
matters of style, linguistic usage, and abbreviated conceptual develop
ment is their respective concepts of notion. The fact that the concept
of notions initially appears to vary from one work to the other, and
that the respective theories of the cognitive functions of notions appear
to differ significantly creates perhaps an immediate suspicion of
disparate authorship. Yet this is illusory; I argue elsewhere that the
theories of notions presented in these works is indeed a single theoreti
cal effort at explaining the rationality of human cognition.'^
The conclusion of this analysis is then, that it is very probable that
the author of Two Dissertations and the author of Rational Notions is
identical. Who was he? From the evidence of title pages of its two
issues, we can infer that the Charles Mayne who wrote Rational Notions
died between June 1733 when that book first appeared anonymously,^^
and October 1737 when it was reissued with a new title page bearing
the attribution, "By the late Charles Mayne Esq;."" The only London
death record of a suitable Charles Mayne/Maine/Mein between these
date I have been able to unearth is that of an official with Customs,
Charles Mein, who died on 23 May 1735." While it certainly does not
follow from such meager evidence, it is on the other hand not capri
cious to suspect that these names identify one and the same man.
Charles Mein moreover is the name of an intimate friend of William
"Intellectual Notions, Rational Notions and ^the wkole exercise of reason*: Ckarles Mein*s
Account of Rationality," fortkcoming. 1 analyze tke notional tradition in seventeentk- and
eigkteenth-century Britisk pkilososopky witk an empkasis on Mein*s contribution in "Tke
Notional Way and tke Poverty of tke Way of Ideas in Early Eigkteentk-Centuiy Britain,"
fortkcomii^.
The Gentleman's Magazine 3 (1733), M Kegisttr of Books puhlish'd in June, 1733." No. 42, n.
pag. It was reviewed in The Present State of the RepuRick of Letters 12 (1733): 104-116.
" TiEfc Gentleman's Magazine 7 (1737), "ri Register ofBot^puUish'd in October, 1737." No. 13,
n. pag. It was reviewed in TTfC//iitoty
Works of the learned 2 (1737): 286-93.
^ Tke Will of Ckarles Mein, PCC 1735,128 DncAe-^zxiATheGendeman'sMagazineS (1735); 276.
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Congreve, the pronunciation of whose surname rhymes with "Mayne."
Friends and acquaintances—and possibly even publishers—were
consequently prone to misspell the surname in numerous predictable
ways/° From the poet's and his own correspondence we know that this
man was an officer in Customs, where Congreve himself held more
than one post over the years. It is not unlikely therefore that this deathnotice is the publication of the demise of Congreve's friend and possible
author of Rational Notions.
Apart from the evidence offered in my above argument for the
identity of the author of Two Dissertations and Rational Notions, what
conneaion can be made between this Customs official and Two
Dissertations} There is but one connection I have been able to detect.
Yet, once fit into the structure of the preceding argument, this
connection evokes some measure of conviction. I believe the textual
and conceptual evidence for the compatibility of the positions detailed
in that book and in Rational Notions offered above and elsewhere
persuasive. Yet this one independent piece of circumstantial evidence
is by itself extremely suggestive; integrated with the remainder of this
argument, it makes the case for Charles Mein as author of Two
Dissertations nearly altogether convincing if not proved. When he died
in January 1729, William Congreve left a "genteel and well chosen"
library (the phrase is the elder Tonson's), a very small percentage of
which included philosophical titles, works of sufficient contemporary
importance that we would expect a comfortable, well educated
Augustan man of letters to possess. Eustachius a Sancto Paulo's Summa
philosophiae and Burgersdijck's Institution logica (both quite probably
school texts), Dacier's French edition of Plato's dialogues, various
editions of Aristotle's Rhetoric and Poetics, Regis' Cours entier de
philosophic, Bayle's Dictionnaire, Hobbes' Leviathan, Bernier's abridg
ment of Gassendi, Collins's Discourse on the Grounds and Reasons of the
Christian Religion, Arnauld and Nicole's La Logique, Locke's posthu
mous Works of 1706, the third edition of his Essay, and Descartes's
Compendium musicae: this list represents nearly the entirety of
Mein's name is not infrequendy spelled *Maine*, *Mayne*, and *Main* by contemporaries,
suggesting tkispronunciation, wkick is consistent witbwhat oneinfers from tbe riiyme scheme
of John Gay*s poem on the completion of Pope*s translation of the Biady which mentionsMein
and others of Pope*sand Congreve*scircles. See JohnGay,
Popes Welcome from Greece"
(1720), in Vinton A. Dealing, ed.,/oj&n Gayy Poetry and Prose (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974),
1:254-60.
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Congreve's philosophical library. Yet there is one other book—a copy
of Two Dissertations concerning Sense, and the Imagination. Withan Essay
on Consciousness, published by his friends the Tonsons in 1728.^' I can
conceive of no other reason why Congreve should have acquired a copy
of such a book so alien to his chief intellectual interests in the last,
painfully ill year of his life, but that it was given him by its author or
that the failing Congreve obtained k because of its association with a
dear friend.

"Jolm C. Hodges, The Library of William Congreve (New York: New York Public Library,
1955), 47, entryno. 222. Tbe elder Tonson, Congreve, and Cbarles Mein were friendsfrom at
least 1700, when the three were on the Continent together. See John C. Hodges, ed., WtUiam
Congreve. Letters and Documents (N. Y.: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1964), 14. Jacob the
younger ran the business by 1728, butas extant correspondence amplydemonstrates, hisuncle
sliU played an active part in the concern.

